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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

16 JUNE 2019 

2:00pm at the Mechanics Institute 

20 Meadow Street, Guildford 

Speaker Pres. Celia Miller from the                    

Swan-Guildford Historical Society  

and Afternoon Tea (No charge) 
   
 

The town of Guildford played a huge part in the development of the Swan River Colony.   
President Celia Miller of the Swan-Guildford Historical Society will give us a talk on 
‘Guildford - A Sense of Place!’ 
 
GUILDFORD MOST NOTABLE CITIZEN: 
Walter Padbury sailed from England, accompanied by his  father, Thomas, on the small barque 
'Protector' . The boy, Walter, was 11 years old.  Within a few months of arrival in the Colony his    
father had died. He was homeless orphan in a hostile land. He was a lad with prodigious courage and 

energy. He worked as a builder's laborer, servant, roustabout, bar-
man and shepherd.  
He cleaned out stables and pigsty’s.  He was a contract fencer then 
a cattle and sheep trader and over-lander.  He married Charlotte 
Nairn in the Court House 23 April 1844. Charlotte died 2 February 
1895 aged 68 years. Walter was shattered. The couple had no chil-
dren. Walter became the Colony's First  Millionaire and Australia's 
greatest philanthropist.  

 

Walter Padbury 
1st Mayor of Guildford 1877 

The Padbury Colonial Store as it looks in modern times. (2016) 
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     President’s Page: 
 

        Lyn Coy - President 
 

             (A descendant of the Davis family - ship ‘Parmelia’ ) 

            Email:  swanriverpioneers@gmail.com 

 

 
 

Hello Swannies 

 
Our Annual General Meeting will be on 16 June at the Mechanics Institute Hall, 20 Meadow Street, Guildford at 2:00pm 

Celia Miller (President) of the Swan-Guildford Historical Society will be our Guest Speaker and afternoon tea will be provided. 
Last year we had 3 (Yes 3) people turn up for the AGM which was a big disappointment.  So please, can a few more make an effort. 

There are lots of historic places in Guildford and many of our early settlers lived in this area. 
We have the Swan-Guildford Historical Society President Celia Miller giving us a talk on ‘Guildford—A Sense of Place’. 

Guildford today is a place full of history, being the inland port for the Settlers to transport goods and people on the Swan River. 

 

The past few months have been difficult healthwise for me and shows that we need more volunteers to step in to assist. 

I have had to cancel the Foundation Day Breakfast which we have been holding for 22 years at the Parmelia  and the Committee have 

organised something less formal this year. So hope some of you will support this—we need at least 50 people to make this a success. 

 
Thanks to my Committee who stepped in to help me and the kind words from members who expressed their concern. 

No fun this ageing process but none of us escape this process and at least medical treatment these days is extremely good. 

 

When you look at all these tragedies from the climate with cyclones and earthquakes we are so lucky here Downunder. 

(Touch wood).  As I look outside now we have beautiful blue skies, a gentle wind, and a moderate temperature. 

We whinge about it being too hot as we sit in our air conditioned houses or by the heater in winter. Then you turn on the television and 

see thousands of people being displaced by war or the bad weather. Life can be very cruel. 

 

On 1 June this year it will be 190 years since the Foundation of the Colony.  Hope I live to see the 200 years but am not holding my 

breath and then I might not care what day it is… 

Those first few years in the Colony were very hard for our ancestors and in 1832 and 1833 they faced food shortages and near      

starvation . In the latter year the Government schooner was despatched to Mauritius  for supplies and other vessels arriving in     

September relieved the position. However, at the end of 1833 a bountiful harvest gave the first real encouragement to the hard 

pressed community, Throughout these early years of trial and tribulation it was the character of the people than won through.  

Tireless energy, magnificent endurance, and a faith in themselves and in the country that neither natural obstacles nor administrative 

discouragements could destroy brought them through. 
 

These people were our great great great great grandparents and so when times get tough, remember their fighting spirit and draw on 
their strength, we have their genes—the good and the bad… Our parents went through WW2 and our grandparents WW1 so we on the 

cusp of the Silent Generation and the Baby Boomers have had it easier. 

 

Hope you are all keeping well, enjoy life while you can. Time goes by so fast and last year we have lost a couple of our old members. 

One being Patricia Watts who had been a long time member. Our sincere condolences to her family. 
 

Hope to see you all soon at an upcoming function or meeting.                Cheers             Lyn 

The Parmelia—Painting by Ross Shardlow 
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Family Reunions 
 
Do you have a family reunion coming up you would like us to  
advertise? 
 
They can be fascinating catching up with kith and kin. Do they look like you? 
Have the same traits? 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
My family had a reunion last November for the Strahan family—100 years since the death of  
James Strahan who came from Northern Ireland and settled in the Toodyay area. 
The Strahan’s did not arrive till 24 June 1862 on the ‘Mary Harrison’. 
But their sons married into an old pioneer family who arrived on the Parmelia 1 June 1829. 
 
We are very proud of the fact that two of the Strahan children married into the Herbert/Chitty /
Monger family. Martha Herbert’s mother was Charlotte Davis  who arrived in the ship 
‘Parmelia’ 1st June 1829. Charlotte  Davis was only 2 years when she arrived with her parents 
Thomas and Catherine Davis. Charlotte married John Herbert at Wesley Chapel, Perth 11 January 
1845. Two of her grandchildren married Strahan brothers. 
 
The Davis /Strahan Connection: 
Thomas Davis m Catherine Fleming - 2 children John and Charlotte arrived on the ship Parmelia. 
John no issue—Charlotte had 4 children with John Herbert 
Esther /John Thomas / Martha and Charlotte 
Esther Herbert married Stephen James Monger—daughter Ruth Ellen Monger married 
William Henry Strahan 
 
Martha Herbert married Henry Thomas Chitty - daughter Esther Chitty married  
Thomas John Strahan 
 
 
Family history is a fascinating past time—I spent many years researching the family history—I am 
now at a dead end having got the Strahan’s back to Northern Ireland and hoping to trace their 
Scottish roots but for the time being - there the story ends. 
 
With many sites on the web you can now trace back hundreds of years and with winter  
not so far away it is a great indoors past time. You can also visit or join the WA Genealogical  
Society at 6/48 May Street Bayswater. Heaps of reference books for loan and volunteers to 
assist in your research.  https://membership.wags.org.au/ 
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        Swan River Pioneers 

     1829 –1838 Inc. 

 
Foundation Day Buffet Luncheon 

 

Celebrating 190  years since the 

arrival of the first free settlers 
 

Saturday, 1st June 2019 
at the Swan Yacht Club, 

Riverside Road, Preston Point, East Fremantle 

Time:  12:30pm for 1:00pm 
 

 

 Cost:  $45 for members 

$50 for non members 

 

Drinks at your own expense 

 
You can pay by direct deposit to:  

 Account: Swan River Pioneers 
    

BSB: 016 352              Account : 306888364 

 

       Or post Cheque, or ring Lyn with  

      credit card details                                                                                
Contact :  Lyn     Email:  swanriverpioneers@gmail.com      Telephone:  9296 9520 

RSVP & PAYMENT by 15th May 2019 
Post cheques to:  PO Box 2672, Ellenbrook, WA  6069 
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SERGEANT JOHN MASON 
 
Correction to his arrival: 
 
Request to amend certificate of descendancy for John Mason : 
By Sally Kenton 
 
Hello Lyn, 
  
I felt the 1

st
 January 2019 was a good date for a fresh start so please find attached the 

promised document with references proving Sergeant John Mason’s arrival in Western  
Australia per Isabella. Although the Isabella called at KGS on 18

th
 February 1831 his arrival 

should be linked to the official arrival at Garden Island of 28
th
 February 1831. This is the 

date these men became part of the existing force here. 
  
I am requesting the Swan River Pioneers Association investigate this information and 
amend their certificates of descendancy for John Mason. If any clarification is needed, or 
indeed assistance with locating these sources, please don’t hesitate to contact me. If SRP 
require a formal letter rather than an email please let me know. 
  
The no. 2 company quarterly pay lists for 1 Jan – 31 Mar 1831 and 1 Apr – 30 Jun 1831 
alone are proof of his arrival date and the vessel.  However, I believe the timeline with 
sources provides further evidence and gives context to the reasons why he did not come on 
either of the Britannia journeys (1830 and 1831).  I do believe that his arrival was a puzzle 
for early authors since they appear to have based their 63

rd
 research solely on WA and had 

not researched the 63
rd

 in Australia.  Thus, they grasped the passenger name, Mr Mason in 
both instances and applied it to John.  If those researchers had expanded their inquiries and 
had known something of the regiment in Australia (and John’s background) it would never 
have led to this error. 
  
Please also be aware that AJCP Reel 3840 is missing from Battye Library.  They had to  
organize document delivery of another reel from ANL so I could clarify the page numbers, 
dates, etc., of my references.  Battye staff have advised that they will be organizing the  
purchase of a new copy. 

PLEASE NOTE: 
 

If you would like your Certificate replaced for John Mason showing his arrival on the 

Isabella and not the Britannia as was previously thought. Please apply—there will no 

charge! 

 

We hope to get Sally to give a talk on the 63rd Regiment later in the year. 

 

Excellent researching by Sally! 

 

It shows we have to keep an open mind on published documentation and when 

proved wrong be prepared to correct... 
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Although a small military contingent set up camp at Albany in 1826, the first permanent residents did 
not settle there until 1831. The Swan River Colony,   which was to become Perth, was pioneered by 
free settlers who were required to show that they had ‘improved’ their land before being granted title. 
However, beyond the immediate margins of the Swan River, the soil proved poor and the colony   
struggled for some decades. 
English naval officer Captain James Stirling, with permission from Governor Darling, explored the 
Swan River region in 1827. Impressed by what appeared to be rich land along the river, Stirling       
promoted the idea of settlement in the region. He ultimately became the first Governor. 

In April 1829 the Challenger, captained by Charles Howe Fremantle, arrived, followed on 31 May by 
Captain Stirling on the Parmelia. The colony was proclaimed on 18 June, 1829. The first WA settlers 
received free land grants in proportion to the value of their stock, implements and servants. They were 
not given full title to their grants until they had been sufficiently improved. 

At settlement in 1829 the colony possessed 57 horses, 204 cattle, 1,469 sheep, and 106 pigs. 

 Unfortunately, the surrounding land was only productive in pockets and as more settlers arrived there 
wasn’t enough to go around. Many quickly returned to England or left for the eastern colonies. Food 
was expensive. 

 In 1831, Captain Fremantle wrote that mutton was 2 shillings per pound, kangaroo 1 shilling 8 pence 
a pound, flour 10d and butter 5s a pound. In 1834, rationing was introduced for flour. 

Roast swan was often on the menu. 

By 1838, the population was 2,132 with a workforce of just 788,  
half of whom were employed in agriculture. In 1840, the number  
of livestock had grown to 506 horses, 2,318 cattle, 30,961  sheep  
and 1,533 pigs.  
The shortage of labour eventually resulted in the introduction of 
convicts in 1850, putting an end to Western Australia’s status  
as a free colony. 
 

 

James Stirling, founder and first Governor 

Our First Farmers in the Swan River Colony 

 
Fortunately for the Colony many farmers arrived in those early 
years. But it took almost ten years for them to adapt to the climate 
and the poor soil. 
During those first few years there were food shortages. Cost 
of food was very expensive. 

Picture depicts Thomas Peel of the Swan River Colony on the job 
plucking a Swan.’Print by Robert Seymour 1829 London. 

https://australianfoodtimeline.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/James-Stirling.jpg
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 Land grants for settlers 

Under the initial land grant conditions, settlers were granted 40 acres (162,000 m²) of land for every £3 of     
assets invested in the colony. Assessment of the value of assets was left to the discretion of the authorities, 
whose valuations were inaccurate and inconsistent. One settler observed a tendency to overvalue cattle while 
undervaluing general cargo, and Statham (1981) cites an example where two rabbits entitled a settler to a grant 
of 200 acres (809,000 m²). 

For the purposes of assessing land entitlements, assets had to be physical capital applicable to land use; mon-
ey was not assessed. In consequence, many settlers maximised their land entitlements by arriving with large 
amounts of expensive capital but very little cash. This gross overcapitalisation caused the financial ruin of many 
early emigrants, and had a lasting deleterious effect on the colony's economy. Moreover, much of the larger 
machinery that was imported was useless in Western Australian conditions. 

Settlers were also entitled to 200 acres (809,000 m²) of land for every adult introduced at their expense, with 
lesser entitlements for children. This condition had the effect of encouraging settlers to bring out indentured 
servants, and some brought out more than they were capable of employing and supporting in the long term. 
Indentured servants received their keep, but earned no wages until they had paid off their passage; thus the 
widespread use of indentured servants tended to immobilise the labour workforce and reduce the market for 
goods and services. 

 

When the first settlers arrived at the colony, it was quickly discovered that the quantity of good land had been 
greatly exaggerated. In fact the only good farmland near the site of the colony was a narrow corridor 
of alluvial soil along the Swan and Canning rivers, and much of this was immediately taken up by government 
officials and military personnel. The vast amounts of land promised to settlers was so far out of proportion to 
the available good land that Stirling was obliged to limit the amount of river frontage per grant, forcing 
the Surveyor-General John Septimus Roe to grant long thin "ribbon" allotments each with a small amount of 
river frontage. Stirling also limited the amount of land that each settler could claim near Perth, with the balance 
of their entitlements to be claimed further out, in areas yet to be declared available for selection. 
 

Improvement conditions 

To ensure that land holdings were used productively, and to discourage speculation, settlers were initially 
granted only right of occupation. Full ownership of the land, including the right to sell, was withheld until every 
acre had been improved by at least one shilling and six pence, through clearing, fencing, cultivation, and so on. 
Settlers who failed to improve at least a quarter of their grant within three years could be fined, and land not 
wholly improved within ten years would be resumed by the crown. 

Settlers were not permitted to average their improvements over their grant; the conditions specifically stated 
that every acre had to be improved by 1s 6d. This was to cause much inefficient use of capital in the early 
years of the colony, as settlers were forced to spread their efforts across their entire grant, rather than consoli-
dating a smaller area first. 

Despite the conditions, some settlers found creative ways to retain their land without working it. For example, 
when George Fletcher Moore arrived in the colony in 1830, he obtained half of William Lamb's grant on the 
Swan River, by agreeing to perform the improvements necessary to secure title to the entire grant. 
 

Other land grants 

Although the land grants to settlers were conditional on their meeting improvement conditions, many uncondi-
tional grants were also made. A number of important officials and capitalists were granted large areas of land 
as reward for service; James Stirling, Charles Fremantle and Thomas Peel were all recipients of such grants. In 
addition, military personnel were permitted to claim land in lieu of pay, and these grants did not have conditions 
attached. Much of the land obtained in this way was not developed, being instead held for speculative reasons. 
The large amounts of good land tied up in this way was often blamed later for the slow progress of the colony. 
 
Reference:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_grants_in_the_Swan_River_Colony 
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Changes to conditions 

Land grant conditions changed a number of times in the following years. In 1830, in an attempt to dis-
courage speculation, Stirling halved the rate of land grants to 20 acres (81,000 m²) per £3 of assets plus 
100 acres (404,000 m²) per adult, and reduced the time limit for improvements from ten years to four.  

At the end of 1830 the new settlement had granted over 1 million acres (4,000 km²) to settlers, of which 
only 169 acres (684,000 m²) were actively being farmed. 

In 1831, the Colonial Office published what became known as the Ripon Regulations, which declared 
that crown land in Australia would from 1832 onwards be sold rather than granted. In Western Australia, 
public opinion held that the abolition of land grants would end emigration to the colony. So concerned 
were the settlers that Stirling was sent to England to plead their case on this and other matters. He was 
largely unsuccessful, and the granting of crown land ceased in 1832. 

Settlers who had previously been granted land continued to be bound by the grant conditions. In 1837, 
the Secretary of State for War and the Colonies, Lord Glenelg, responded to constant complaints by   
settlers about the strict enforcement of improvement conditions, by introducing land surrender provisions 
that allowed settlers to claim title to part of their grant by surrendering the remainder. Glenelg's intention 
was to enforce concentrated settlement in accordance with Edward Gibbon Wakefield's colonisation  
principles, which were in vogue at the time. However, because most settlers had elongated grants of 
which only a small portion was productive, the effect was to allow many settlers to secure title to their 
productive land by discarding the unproductive land. Being no longer obliged to improve their holdings, 
settlers of means could then invest their time and money in discovering and buying good land further 
from the settlement. Thus the effect was to further disperse the colony, and to concentrate the colony's 
wealth in a few hands. 

Effect on indigenous people 

In the framing of the land grant conditions, no provisions were made for the indigenous people of the  
area, who were incorrectly thought to be nomads with no claim to the land over which they travelled. 
Most settlers refused the indigenous people permission to camp on or even pass through their grants. As 
more and more land was granted and fenced off, the indigenous people were increasingly denied access 
to their sacred sites and traditional hunting grounds. For example, by 1832 the Beeliar group were       
unable to approach the Swan or Canning Rivers without danger, because land grants lined the banks. 

TRANBY HOUSE 
 
PENINSULAR FARM 
 
ON THE SWAN RIVER 
 
HOME OF JOSEPH HARDEY 
 

Married Ann Robinson  in England on 
11 August 1829. Arrived with his 
brother John Wall Hardey.  Had Perth 
Town Lot W84 in 1833. Was allotted 
16,342 acres Avon District with his 
brother and 204½ acres on the Swan 
at 'Peninsula Farm'. He later bought 
another 2000 acres.  Joseph built 3 
houses at Tranby - the first two being 
damaged by floods. Set up a farm and 
had other business interests. He was a 
lay preacher and spokesman for the 
Methodists until the arrival of the el-
der Bernard Clarkson. Ann died 16 
May 1874 at Perth and Joseph died on 
6 September 1875. 
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Surname Given Name 
 

Pioneer- 
Surname 

Pioneer 
Given Names 

Ship Arrival Date Cert. No: 

MURRAY-SMITH JOHN DAVIES THOMAS QUEBEC 
TRADER 

19/04/1834 4236 

MURRAY-SMITH JOHN EDWARDS WLLIAM & ELEANOR ROCKINGHAM 14/05/1830 4237 

MURRAY-SMITH JOHN EDWARDS MATILDA BORN SRC 10/05/1831 4237A 

MURRAY-SMITH JOHN BARNDEN RICHARD CAROLINE 12/10/1829 4238 

MURRAY-SMITH JOHN FREIND FRANCES CAROLINE 12/10/1829 4239 

MURRAY-SMITH JOHN BARNDEN ELIZA BORN SRC 25/05/1836 4238A 

MURRAY-SMITH JOHN SMITH RICHARD & MARY CAROLINE 12/10/1829 4240 

MURRAY-SMITH JOHN SMITH JOHN THOMAS BORN SRC 24/10/1832 4240A 

DOHERTY PATRICIA EACOTT THOMAS ROCKINGHAM  14/05/1830 4241 

DOHERTY PATRICIA TUCKEY JOHN ROCKINGHAM 14/05/1830 4242 

DOHERTY PATRICIA TUCKEY CHARLOTTE ROCKINGHAM 14/05/1830 4242A 

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

Thank you and a warm welcome to our new Swan River Members..... 

          Lyn & Committee 
 

Certificate Recipients— Congratulations! 
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 VOLUNTEERS WANTED: 

 

Hello Members 

 

Due to ill health our volunteers are 

dwindling in numbers. 

 

We need some volunteers to assist with 

the running of the Club. 

 

Computer skills a great help. 

 

We only meet 4-6 times a year. 

 

Contact Lyn if you able to assist. 

 

Email: swanriverpioneers@gmail.com 

Tel:  9296 9520 
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Swan River Pioneers 1829-1838 Inc. 
Email: swanriverpioneers@gmail.com 
Contact:  Lyn Coy  Tel:  9296 9520 
Postal address:  PO Box 2672  Ellenbrook WA  6069 
Website: www.swanriverpioneers.com      
BOOKINGS:  Lyn   08 9296 9520 
Email:  swanriverpioneers@gmail.com                                                
    

Coming Up in 2019  
 

Celebrating 190  years since  

The arrival of the  

first free settlers 
 

Saturday, 1st June 2019 
at the Swan Yacht Club, 
Riverside Road,  
Preston Point, East Fremantle 

Time:  12:30pm for 1:00pm 
 

Cost:  $45 for members      $50 for non members 

Drinks at your own expense 
You can pay by direct deposit to:    Account: Swan River Pioneers 

    

BSB: 016 352              Account : 306888364 

16 June 2019   Annual General Meeting 
at the Mechanics Institute 
20 Meadow Street, Guildford 
          
Time:  2:00pm   
 
         Speaker:  President: Celia Miller    
         Swan Guildford Historical Society  
    
 Afternoon Tea Provided    No charge 
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Swan River Pioneers 1829-1838 Inc.  
                         PO Box 2672   Ellenbrook  Western Australia  6069  

Email: swanriverpioneers@gmail.com           Website: www.swanriverpioneers.com  
  

             President: Lyn Coy    Tel:  9296 9520      

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING                 

& ELECTION OF COMMITTEE  

  
The Annual General Meeting and Election of Committee of the Swan River Pioneers 1829-1838 Inc. 
will be held on Sunday, 16h June 2019  at the Mechanics Institute Hall, 20 Meadow Street, Guildford 
at 2:00pm followed by a talk by President Celia Miller of the Swan-Guildford Historical Society 
‘Guildford - A Sense of Place!’  Afternoon Tea Provided 
   

All positions will be declared vacant. Members are invited to take an active role in the Management of their club 

and consider nominating for the following positions:   

• President   

• Vice-President   

• Secretary   

• Treasurer   

• General Committee: 

Certificate Registrar, Social Convenor, Membership Secretary, Editor,   

Projects Officer,  Committee Member   

   

The present Committee are happy to discuss the role of each of these positions.   

If you are interested in nominating can you please complete the form below and return to the Secretary by         
1

st
 June 2019  

  

Nomination Form for the Election of Committee for 2019-2020   
   
Position:…………………………………………………………   

 

Name of Nominee (print name)………………………………………   

 

Signature of Nominee…………………………………………………   

Proposed by (print name)……………………………………………   

Signature:………………………………………………………...……..   

   

Seconded by (print name): ……………………………………………………………………    

    

Signature: …………………………………………………………………………………………….    


